The LORD is good, A stronghold in the day of trouble, And He knows those who take refuge in Him.

Jordan situations

ONLINE

Because of the epidemic, a comprehensive
curfew was imposed for a period of two weeks,
and conditions in Jordan have continued so far
by allowing us to move within certain hours.

We made online growth meetings, and this is a
new style for us and for our disciples entirely, but it
was very productive.
Especially in the midst of the epidemic, how great
is the impact on our disciples that we have not
abandoned them financially and spiritually.

It was difficult to communicate with our disciples
and new believers, and we were not allowed to
use vehicles, it was only moving on feet to shop
within certain hours.
Because of this exceptional circumstance,
we have switched to the method of
communicating via media, through applications
and through phones, in order to keep windows
with the disciples and not lose the vision that we
have cultivated during the past three years.
We thank GOD for the media that allowed us
this door to keep in touch with the disciples.

We assisted the believers with specified amounts
of money instead of distributing the food boxes
because the use of vehicles was not allowed at that
time.
Also, due to the closure of all businesses in Jordan,
the financial situation of the believers has become
very difficult because there is no income even if it
is small, but because of the epidemic the income
has become zero.
From mid-May, we were able to move with the
conditions of the curfew reduced, and it became
possible for us to use vehicles to go to the believers
and make new home visits while taking all the
necessary health precautions for the safety of the
national team.
We thank GOD, who kept all the national team in
the midst of the epidemic.
We paid internet subscriptions for cellular phones
for them to stay in touch with us, and thus many
of them were able to see the correct Christian
behavior through our care and pastoring.

The body of the Christ
The Lord helped us through brothers
and sisters who felt the size of our
need to cover the needs of the
disciples who were very affected by
the epidemic and stood with us by
sending very helpful sums to
overcome some of the effects of the
epidemic Like:
Electricity and water bills.
Homes rent.
medical receipts.
doctors’ visits.
food.
baby formula, diapers.
cleaning supplies.
hands sanitizer.
logistic.
Telecommunications.
Gas.

Doors opens
Now we visit and encourage
disciples in their homes, in the
street, or any place available to
us, knowing that gatherings are
not allowed as before, except for
the church’s meeting on Sunday.

Stories, Testimonies
We have many stories,
testimonies and reactions that
happened with us, and here are
some of them:
Ghadeer: She was suffering from
difficult psychological problems
due to losing their money, but after
she had believed in Christ nearly
a year ago, she felt joy and a clear
change in her thoughts and behavior,
especially in the midst of the
epidemic, she announced strong
confidence in the Lord, and her
husband feels that she is a
completely different person.
Wa’ad: She is very interactive through
groups of discipleship, even though
she does not have anything at home
and does not ask for anything or help,
she says that the Lord sent food to
her family in the right time because
of her faith, even though her family
members are not believers.

Stories, Testimonies
Eynas: We discipled her and
encouraged her to share her faith
with her husband and she won her
husband to Christ during the
epidemic.
Abo wajdi: He shares his faith with
many every day and feels that he has
the good news that he must share
with all people

Samar: We helped her with a small
amount of money, but she shared
Part of it with another family because
she felt they needed more.

Firas:
After trained Firas to share his faith with others, he prayed that the Lord would put
people before Him to share his faith.
The Lord put before him an old friend who lives near him. After arranging an
appointment, he started sharing the three circles. When he started in the third circle,
which talks about the crucifixion and death of Jesus, his friend left the house without
any word, even before he completed his talk.
Firas was praying to understand why his friend did like this?
several days later, Firas's friend called him and was wondering, is it reasonable that
Jesus came from heaven to die instead of me on the cross!! Firas said yes, of course.
Firas's friend was searching the Internet for words he heard from Firas, and he had
many questions.
Firas's friend belongs to a fanatic family of Islam, so he asked Firas to meet in a place
far from his home so that his family would not question him and his interest in the
Christian faith.
We pray that the Lord will open his heart to know the true God.

Quotes:

Osama: Despite the
persecution that I face,
in addition to the
epidemic, I can see the
hand of the Lord
extended to me.
Najey: Change the way I speak with
people from complaining to gratitude
and declaration of trust in the Lord.

Sameir: I feel safe despite the lack of
work and no income to feed my
children, but I have confidence in the
Lord who is able to change the situation.

Rowaida: I knew that the Lord would send
help to my house because of my faith, even
though my husband and children are not
believers.

Church building project

Statistic

We thank the Lord for his work through
the church project. We were able to
return to work on the church project
after stopping due to the epidemic. We
are now continuing in the project and in
the stage of building the outer structure.
We pray that we will continue to build
and continue the financial support to
complete the project, which is a
lighthouse for Zarqa city, Jordan and
Middle east.

During the past three months,
during the epidemic, we were able
to reach more than 260 families,
and they are:
Mbbs: 70%
Christians: 30%
Jordanians: 35%
Syrians: 65%
As family: 45%
As individual: 55%

Prayer requests
1- Continuing to cast and confirm the vision to the believers, even in the midst of an
epidemic.
2- The online discipleship groups.
3- For the believers who are under persecution and in difficult time.
4- For the new church building, which is the safe house.
(The Safe house is more needed than ever)
Quick story: -

(R) an old man believer, He was kicked out of the house after midnight and it was very
cold and winter. He went to the waiting room in a hospital to stay there until the next
morning, because he does not have any place to go.
5- To provide relief supplies to cover the most needs.
6- The Lord moves people’s hearts to support the church building project financially.

